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Next Generation Web Hosting with Flexibility and Advanced Features

Summary
ASAHI Net's Secure Hosting service consists of several virtual operating systems (OS) running on one server,
and offers features and flexibility you'd expect from a dedicated server, at a reasonable price. Other than the
hardware and network, each virtual OS is completely independent; resources such as the CPU, memory and
network traffic are allocated evenly to each virtual OS. As a result, if a virtual OS on the same server has a
very heavy loading, the resources available to the other virtual OSs are guaranteed and therefore will not be
affected.
ASAHI Net's Secure Hosting service is suitable for those who have requirements such as:
1. "need root authority but don't need high loadings",
2. "want to use a dedicated server but want to control implementation and operation costs", or
3. "want a hosting service with high flexibility".
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Charges
Contract Type
Standard
Initial charge*1

(A1)

Monthly charge*2

(B1)

Business
5,250 yen

4,725 yen

7,875 yen

3GB

5GB

Disk capacity
Host name (FQDN)

Desired subdomain.asaren.jp

■Optional charges when using the service with a virtual domain
Initial registration
charge*1

Monthly charge*2

DNS

(A2)

2,100 yen

Domain

(A3)

6,300 yen

Registrar Fee

(A4)

5,250 yen

DNS
maintenance fee (B2)

525 yen

*In addition to the above, ASAHI Net will also charge for Business service handling fees, Internet connection Courses, etc.
*1. The Initial charge is made in the month the Secure Hosting service is configured for the user.
*2. Monthly charges will start from the month after the Secure Hosting service is configured for the user.

■Charges and Conditions
Apply for new domains Transfer a domain used at Transfer domains from
ASAHI Net
other hosting companies

Use domains registered
with other companies

Apply for a new domain
using the Secure Hosting
Service server.

Transfer a virtual domain
you already own from
ASAHI
Net’s
virtual
domain service to the
Secure Hosting service
server.

Transfer a virtual domain
you already own from a
different virtual domain
service to the Secure
Hosting service server,
changing the registrar to
ASAHI Net.

Use a virtual domain in use
with
another
hosting
service as the VPS host
(assign a virtual domain
host without changing the
registrar).

(A1) + (A2) + (A3)

(A1) + (A2)

(A1) + (A2) + (A4)

(A1)

13,650 yen

7,350 yen

12,600 yen

5,250 yen

(B1)+(B2)

(B1)

(B1)+(B2)

(B1)

5,250 yen

4,725 yen

5,250 yen

4,725 yen

○

○

○

△

*3

○

○

○

△

*3

○

×

△

*3

Type of virtual domain

Initial charge

Monthly charge
(Standard)

All-purpose .jp domain
(.jp)

Regional .jp domain
(.co.jp, .or.jp, .ac.jp, .gr.jp etc)

gTLD domain
(.com, .net, .org)

○

*4

*3 Please point the DNS servers for your virtual domain to the VPS Servers. For the details on how to do this, please refer to the service
provider with which you have the virtual domain contract.
*4 ASAHI Net registers gTLD and Japanese.com domains through PSI Japan, Inc.; PSI Japan, Inc. is an official gTLD registrar in trust of
ICANN (The Internet Corporation Assigned Names and Numbers).

For hosts of virtual domains registered and administered by ASAHI Net, the DNS servers will be registered as follows.

@
www.Virtual Domain name.
Virtual Domain name.

IN
IN
IN

A IP address the Secure Hosting server
A IP address of the Secure Hosting server
MX 10 www.Virtual domain name.

#Example（
#Example（asahiasahi-net.jp）
net.jp）
# @
IN A 220.157.254.133
# www.asahiIN A 220.157.254.133
www.asahi-net.jp.
# asahiIN MX 10 www.asahiasahi-net.jp
www.asahi-net.jp.
* If you wish to use a domain type that is not listed above, please contact ASAHI Net.
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Details
Disk capacity

*5

Standard

Business

3GB

5GB

Guest OS

CentOS5

Host OS

CentOS5
root Authority

Available

Fixed IP-Address

1

DNS

Primary, Secondary
*6

Remote control
Specification

SSH

Management Interface
(GUI)

x

Anti-Virus software

x

SSL service (Network
Certificate etc)

x

5

*6 Users cannot have additional Disk capacity after the service starts.
* To operate remote control using Telnet is prohibited. If we observe the use of Telnet, we may stop providing the service.

■CentOS5 is used as the guest OS
The Linux distribution CentOS5 is an edited and re-compiled version of Red Hat Enterprise Linux's open source code
based on its General Public License (GPL). The user community offers security updates, etc.

■Major Software Pre-installed (as of 1st May 2010)
In addition to the software listed below, you may install other software that operates on CentOS5 （XOOPS、MovableType etc.）

Software (Major Version)

Standard

Business

OpenSSH 4.3

◎

RPM 4.4.2

◎

Yum 3.2

◎

WWW

Apache 2.2.3

◎
◎

Email

Sendmail 8.13.8 or
*1
Postfix 2.3.3
dovecot 1.0

◎

Mailing List

Mailman 2.1.9

◎

DNS

BIND 9.3.4

◎

Berkeley DB 4.3

◎

MySQL 5.0

◎

PostgreSQL 8.1

◎

PHP 5.1.6

◎

Perl 5.8.8

◎

Python 2.4

◎

GCC 34.1

◎

Remote (SSH)
Package Control

Database

Programming

*1 Initially sendmail will be active.
* The content of the service may change without prior notice. Should there be a change in service specifications after service had
opened, those changes will not apply to the servers already in use.
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Technical Support
■Documents that you can refer to for CentOS5
CentOS5 is a Red Hat Enterprise Linux-compatible distribution. You may use most Red Hat Enterprise Linux’s
commands, operating procedure and packages.
☞CentOS Project Web page:
http://www.centos.org/

☞Mailing list for CentOS users:
http://lists.centos.org/mailman/listinfo/centos

■Support ASAHI Net Provides
The Secure Hosting Service is a special class of a dedicated server. Should a problem should occur, users are required to
investigate and solve the problem. The support ASAHI Net provides is as follows:
○ ・・・ASAHI Net will diagnose the problem, and if necessary, will provide support.
× ・・・ASAHI Net does not provide support. Please refer to the manual etc provided by the maker of the software.

Physical details of the server
Investigate/solve hardware problems

○

Network on server
Investigate/solve problems

○

Virtual Software Host OS
Investigate/solve problems

○

Bug/security inquiries

○

Guest OS
Investigate/solve problems about performance

○*7

Re-initialization

○*8

Inquiries about settings and operation

×

Bug/security inquiries

○*9

OS upgrade

×

Other Software
Investigate performance issues

○*7

Others (installation, configuration, inquiries about
program development)

×

*7 ASAHI Net will support only preinstalled software when at its default setting. For support for other software, please refer to the
manuals, the makers of the software, or contact related service providers.
*8 There will be a charge for re-initializing the system – please contact ASAHI Net for details.
*9 There are cases where ASAHI Net will support preinstalled software. For support for other software, please refer to the manuals, the
makers of the software, or contact related service providers.

■Contact ASAHI Net
Email, Web page, FAX

○

Phone

×
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Using the Service
■Implementation of security measures required
With the Secure Hosting Service, control over root Authority and the server applications for the virtual OS is
independently offered to each user. Therefore, users are responsible for providing adequate security
measures for the virtual operating system, while ASAHI Net will be responsible for the hosting server.
☞Linux in Japan

http://www.linux.or.jp/en/index.html

☞JPCERT Coordination Center
http://www.jpcert.or.jp/

☞IPA Security Center
http://www.ipa.go.jp/security/

■Appropriate settings for your software and program design are required
Voluntary settings and program design are required for various software. With the Secure Hosting Service, the
resources of the host server are being shared by the virtual operating systems. Therefore, when it comes to
using the shared resources, for smooth operation of the service, please voluntarily limit the value of
throughput to the shared resources (the amount of data transfer / CPU usage etc.). If this is not done, the
software’s safety feature may turn the service off automatically when it detects excessive amounts of access
or an overwhelming amount of emails being sent out.

■If running an Outgoing mail server (Postfix, Sendmail etc.)
(1) Protect your mail servers against Spam
ASAHI Net takes a stern attitude towards Spam. If users do not provide adequate countermeasure for Spam,
there are cases where ASAHI Net will take action against Spam without prior notification.
☞Unsolicited Bulk E-mail Policy
http://asahi-net.jp/en/agreement/spammail.html

(2) Use a port other than port 25 as your outgoing mail server
As a step to improve the security of our service, ASAHI Net has decided to implement Outbound Port 25
Blocking (OP25B). With ASAHI Net and other Internet providers implementing OP25B blocking, email sent
from mailing software cannot get through the outgoing mail server’s port 25. If you would like to run an
outgoing mail server on the Secure Hosting service (Postfix, Sendmail etc), please configure your software to
send email with ports other than port 25. We also recommend the combining of SMTP authentication and
User authentication in order to prevent illegal acts (such as springboard attacks).
☞JEAG(Japan Email Anti-Abuse Group)
http://jeag.jp/swg/op25b/

●Example : Submission Port + SMTP Authentication

○

Submission Port
(Port５８７)
SMTP authentication is
recommended for user
authentication.

Sender

Secure Hosting Service
(Postfix, Sendmail etc.)

Receiver
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Making an Application
■Please apply for Individual membership before applying for the Secure Hosting service.
・
・

To apply for the Secure Hosting service with the attached form you first need to be an ASAHI Net
Individual member. Please visit our Web page to find out more about ASAHI Net Individual membership or
call us in English. It is possible to apply for ASAHI Net membership on-line or by phone, in English.
ASAHI Net membership is available from 315 yen/month (our Dial-up Course K1 Plan).

■Please consent to our membership agreements before applying for the service.
・

On making an application, members agree to ASAHI Net’s membership agreements.
☞Individual Member Service Agreement
http://asahi-net.jp/en/agreement/individual.html

☞Commercial Home Page Service Agreement
https://asahi-net.jp/en/agreement/hp_corp.html

☞Prohibited Behavior
https://asahi-net.jp/en/agreement/prohibit.html

■Time required for completion of the registration process.
After the registration process is completed, ASAHI Net will send an email notifying you of the completion to
the email address you supplied on the application form.
If you apply to use a subdomain (.asaren.jp) for the server host name.
Registration time

Approximately 3 working days

If you apply to use a virtual domain for the server host name.
Use a domain registered
with another company
A virtual domain currently
being hosted with another
A virtual domain currently company’s
hosting
A virtual domain you are being hosted with another service is transferred to
hosting the
Secure
Hosting
Virtual domain
Acquire a new domain for already using with ASAHI company’s
Virtual Domain service is transferred to service to be used as the
use with ASAHI Net's Net’s
service is transferred to the
Secure
Hosting VPS host. The domain
Secure Hosting service.
the
Secure
Hosting service.
The
domain registrar will not need to
registrar will need to change to be ASAHI Net;
service.
change to be ASAHI Net.
the host will be split so it
can be used with the
Secure Hosting service.
Approx. 3 working days.
Registration time
Approx. 1 month
Approx. 1 month
Approx. 1 month
*10
*10 In addition to the 3 working days required by ASAHI Net, the company with which the virtual domain is registered will need a few
days to finish their processing. For details, please contact the company with which the virtual domain is registered.
Apply for a new domain

Transfer an ASAHI Net
domain

Transfer a domain from
another hosting company
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ASAHI
Net

For Individual
Members

Secure Hosting Service Application

E620-I#
2010-05

☞ Please complete all the parts outlined in bold below.

Personal information you supply such as your name, telephone number, fax number, email address and nature of your inquiry will be kept on record so that
we can handle your inquiry. We will also use the information to enable us to promptly deal with future inquiries you may have. Your personal information
is handled in accordance with our Personal Information Protection Policy

1. Your name, ASAHI Net User ID, etc.

✔What this form does
This form allows you, an
ASAHI Net Individual member,
to apply for ASAHI Net’s
Secure Hosting Service. If you
are not a member, you may
apply for membership on
ASAHI Net’s Web page or by
phone (ASAHI Net’s English
Customer Support line).

First Name▶
Last Name▶
User ID▶

—

〒

Post Code▶

—

Postal Address▶
－

Phone number▶
Year

Date of birth▶

－
Month

Day

✔ Assigned Hostname

2. Host name (subdomain or virtual domain)
□ Use a subdomain (.asaren.jp) as the hostname
Example

エー

ヨン

a

4

エヌ

アイ

n i

キュ

エル

ゼロ

ジェ

9

l

0

キュ

j q

イチ

ビー

1

b

ナナ

7

Please enter
in lower
case.

First
Choice▶

.asaren.jp

Second
Choice▶

.asaren.jp

Third
Choice▶

.asaren.jp

In the case of a virtual domain,
you will have already acquired
it. The domain types which can
be used at ASAHI Net are:
* General purpose .jp domains.
* Attribute type and regional type
JP domain such as /.co.jp / .or.jp
/ .gr.jp /.ac.jp / .ed.jp / .ne.jp etc.
* gTLD domains such as /.com
/ .net / .org.

✔When using a subdomain

□ Use a virtual domain name as the hostname
Domain
Name▶

Please supply subdomain
names in order from your first
choice to your third choice.
Subdomains can be registered
using numbers, letters and (-)
hyphens.
* Commas (,) and dots (.)
cannot be used.

E.g. asahi-net.jp

□ New Domain

□ Transfer from ASAHI Net

□ Transfer from other company

3. Plan
□ Standard Plan

Capacity

3GB

□ Business Plan

Capacity

5GB

4. Contact information

Monthly
Charge
Monthly
Charge

4,725 yen （4,500 yen base）

✔Important
Mistakes or missing
information may lead to delays
in processing your application.
Please check the information
you supply before sending this
form to ASAHI Net.

7,875 yen （7,500 yen base）

How we can contact you between the
hours of 10am-5pm, on a weekday.

Phone number▶

In the case of a subdomain, its
form will take:
subdomain.asaren.jp
where subdomain is one of the
three choices of subdomain
you supply. If your first choice
is not possible, your second
and then third choice will be
considered.

Who to ask for▶

✔Confirmation
After registration is complete,
we will send you confirmation
to the email address you
supply on this form.

＠

Email address▶

5. Today’s date/signature
To: ASAHI Net, Inc.
I apply for the Secure Hosting service, in accordance with ASAHI Net’s Individual Member Service User Agreement.

Year 20 ___

Month

Day

Signature▶

6. Send to ASAHI Net by post or fax
By post
ASAHI Net, Inc., ASAHI Bldg 8F,
Ginza 6-6-7, Chuo-ku, Tokyo 〒104-0061

FAX

弊社記入欄

03-3569-2741

受付

ID 発行

登録

通知
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